Morphometric study of age-related changes in the human intracardiac ganglia.
The present study was performed in order to determine morphological age-related changes of the human intracardiac ganglia. Paraffin sections of 40 ganglia from infants, adult and aged human hearts were stained with Picro-Mallory method. The ganglia area, nerve cell (with clearly visible nucleolus) area, neuron soma long axis length, perimeter, area of neuronal nuclei and neuron soma form factor were measured with the aid of computer images analyzing program "Sigma Scan Pro 5.0". Also, the neuronal density and the area occupied by nerve cells per ganglion section were calculated. The relative frequency of satellite cells, in close contact with nerve cell soma, was estimated. Based on the data of this study, we concluded that the area of ganglia, neurons and their nuclei increased with age. Neuronal packing density significantly decreased, but the area occupied by nerve cells within the ganglia decreased non-significantly. Satellite cells were more numerous nearby ganglion neurons from infant hearts. Shape factor of neurons was stable between the groups. In conclusion, the present study confirms significant differences in the morphology of the intrinsic cardiac ganglia with age.